1. Introduction. Energy propagates through space with finite speed. This is a characteristic feature of wave propagation phenomena and, indeed, it is a postulate in relativistic physics. Recently [3; 4] the author demonstrated this property by means of a priori "domain of dependence" inequalities for solutions of initial-boundary value problems for Maxwell's equations and second order hyperbolic equations and used the inequalities to prove existence, uniqueness and regularity theorems for these problems. In this announcement the results are extended to the most general systems of linear partial differential equations that admit an energy integral, the symmetric hyperbolic systems of K. O. Friedrichs [l] .
The systems have the form A system (1.1) is symmetric hyperbolic if E and A 1 (i=l, 2, • • • ,n) are symmetric and E is positive definite. The form t\-\E a pu a up is interpreted as an "energy density" (energy per unit volume). The forms 2» = -iA^pUaUp are interpreted as the components of a "Poynting vector" describing the flow of power (energy per unit area per unit time). They are related by the "conservation of energy law"
The energy per unit time entering a domain QC.R n through its boundary ô£2 is
where Vi^Xi/rj. Thus, Vi may be interpreted as a "velocity" of energy flow, which suggests that the speed with which energy propagates in £2 is bounded above by
where the supremum is over xGO, £G-R W and unit vectors m (n#ii = 1). This property of c is verified below ( §3) by the domain of dependence inequality.
This announcement deals with initial-boundary value problems for (1.1) in domains fl, subject to dissipative, local boundary conditions on 30. Precise definitions of the boundary conditions are given in §2. The domain of dependence inequality is formulated and proved in §3. Its application to existence, uniqueness, and regularity theorems for initial-boundary value problems, together with complete proofs of all the results and their application to particular systems, will be given elsewhere (see This concept is equivalent to that of a dissipative operator due to R. S. Phillips [2] ; see [5] .
DEFINITION. T is a local boundary condition for A provided that 4>uET whenever 0GCj(i^w) and u&T.
Examples of local, dissipative boundary conditions are provided by the classical systems of acoustics, electromagnetics and elasticity. With each is associated a pair of "natural" boundary conditions, corresponding to hard and soft boundaries in acoustics, perfect electrical and magnetic conductors in electromagnetics, and fixed and free boundaries in elasticity; see [5] where this is verified and a class of systems and boundary conditions generalizing these is described. S(x°> a) = {x: J x -x°\ g a} and 77*0 constant k depends on n and the bounds for the coefficients only. 
